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Introduction



• Recent study by Götz and colleagues, findings by Rønning and Slaatta, etc.:

• FBP system -> more bookshop outlets -> more conversations between 

potential customers and booksellers -> more purchases of less known 

= more diverse (literary fiction) books
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• The insight mentioned is talking about bookshop outlets and less known / 

more diverse, (probably printed) literary fiction books …

• This raises a few questions …

– Printed books ?: why then also support ebooks ? (well, certainly not 

least to prevent undue substitution …)

– ´Quality´ books ?: why then also support ´me-too´ genre fiction, for 

example yet another easy-reading regional crime story ?
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But: what is / should exactly be the objects of the protection by a FBP ?



• particulary with respect to its (contemporary) publishing studies arm a very 

small humanities discipline, …

• … with the potential for an integrating view on the medium as a cultural and 

economic good, across humanities, social sciences, neurosciences, …

• … and in the given context particularly with links to the philologies, Digital 

Humanities, and psychology
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Before we go on: a word about the sender book / publishing studies



• help to configure tools to operationalise measures of diversity, measures of 

quality – for research endeavours of the ´before and after the fall of a FBP 

system´ type (some problems you solve do with the help of metadata alone, 

for others you need fulltexts)

– tension curves, the share and distribution of direct speech, the topics 

can be identified (cf. German QualiFiction product) -> diversity

– „e-rater“ still miss narrativity issues (e.g. the identification of narrative 

levels), but there is research -> quality
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The analytical …



• help to provide arguments to formulate up-to-date criteria for the objects of 

protection – and there are in fact reasons to support *printed* books and 

*literary* fiction (aka ´good books´) [over digital and genre ones] … !
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The interventional … (see title)



• BEFORE: Maryanne Wolff, Nicolas Carr and others had said similar things for
many years – but now there is clear empirical (meta-)evidence (similar: 
Salmeron et al. 2018)

• BOTTOM LINE: „[W]hen questions were more detailed or specific in nature (e.g., 
identify the supporting points), readers performed significantly better when 
reading in print.” (1033), „ In effect, when longer texts are involved or when 
individuals are reading for depth of understanding and not solely for gist, print 
appears to be the more effective processing medium (1033)“ – combined with
hard criticism on a whole range of methodological details, though

• Method: metastudy on studies that typically expose and have readers answer
questions about the text read

• AFTERWARDS: The Stavanger Declaration
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Reading from paper is better – particularly Singer / Alexander (2017)
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Reading from paper is better – particularly Singer / Alexander (2017)
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Reading from paper is better – particularly Singer / Alexander (2017)



• BOTTOM LINE: Reading literary fiction makes readers more empathetic than

reading popular fiction, nonfiction or not reading at all

• Method: expose and have readers do the reading the mind in the eye test

afterwards
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Reading literary fiction is better – Kastano / Kidd 2013
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Reading literary fiction is better – Kastano / Kidd 2013



• Stating the object of protection more precisely might result in not all books
belonging equally into the scope of a FBP

• A FBP system will not take part in the scholarly discourse about literay quality
– but intelligently configured digital tools can help to measure the effects of a 
FBP analytically in a more complete fashion

• Once the objects of protection are stated more precisely, intelligently
configured digital tools can help to identify books / long-form narratives that
instantiate those; we – and colleagues from Digital Humanities – are ready to
explore this in a pilot project

• There are robust reasons to prefer printed books over digital ones and literary
fiction over genre fiction ones – and it is not unreasonable to want to see this
mirrored in book policy measures
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Conclusions



Thank you !

Christoph Bläsi
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• https://www.retresco.de/textgenerierung/
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Qualifiction

https://www.retresco.de/textgenerierung/


• https://www.retresco.de/textgenerierung/
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Qualifiction

Genre attribution with the help
of thematic word lists
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• https://www.retresco.de/textgenerierung/
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Qualifiction

Sentiment development with the help of the
sentiments of sentences from „The sun was 
shining and I was happy“ to „The murder struck
brutally“
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• https://www.retresco.de/textgenerierung/
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Qualifiction

Also: by share and distribution
of direct speech
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• https://www.retresco.de/textgenerierung/
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Qualifiction

Expected reader potential, using
historic data (and a typical price)
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• Frankfurt Bookfair 2019: Qualifiction is the winner of  the ´Content Start-Up of 

the Year” competition by the CONTENTshift accelerator of the ´Börsenverein´

• Frankfurt Bookfair 2019: a publishing house called “Kirschbuch Verlag” has 

announced a manuscript competition and will publish the winner – which is 

the manuscript with the highest Qualifiction rating – as a book next year
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Qualifiction



• Typical publishing house application: support of the decision, whether to publish a 

manuscript

• Place: editorial department

• Approach: mixed

– the software compares a manuscript to a large corpus of pre-analysed texts that

had developed to be bestsellers, with respect to a number of features like average

sentence length, topics, tension curve, etc., partly rule/feature based, partly

neural, i.e. in  a combination
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Qualifiction


